1. (*) PLEASE SUPPLY FIELD DIMENSIONS TO THE NEAREST 1/16", DECOUSTICS WILL CALCULATE PANEL SIZES.

2. PLEASE VERIFY AND CONFIRM ALL DIMENSIONS, MOUNTING METHODS, AND DETAILS.

3. ALL PANEL PENETRATIONS FOR LIGHT FIXTURES, ELECTRICAL OUTLETS, ETC. TO BE FIELD CUT BY OTHERS, NOT BY DECOUSTICS.

4. Panels must be installed flat or be supported independently by acoustic panels. It may be necessary to shim hardware as required.

5. The finishes used on Decoustics panels are directional. The back of each panel will be marked to show the correct orientation for installation.

6. DO NOT BUTT PANELS NEXT TO EACH OTHER DURING INSTALLATION. ALLOW 1/16" BETWEEN PANELS TO ALLOW FOR PROPER ALIGNMENT.

7. FOR ADDITIONAL PANEL INSTALLATION DETAILS, SEE DATA SHEETS.

8. PANEL TYPE:
   DECOUSTICS FLAT CEILING PANELS

   MOUNTING:
   DIRECT MOUNT

   CLARO FINISHED EXTRUDED ALUMINUM, SQUARE EDGES, 1/8" DEFINED PANEL JOINTS AND 1" REVEAL AROUND PERIMETER OF CEILING

   EDGE DETAIL:
   PANEL TYPE:
   ME-VATT 1 1/16" THICK FLAT CEILING PANELS

   MOUNTING:
   DIRECT MOUNT

   CLARO FINISHED EXTRUDED ALUMINUM, SQUARE EDGES, 1/8" DEFINED PANEL JOINTS AND 1" REVEAL AROUND PERIMETER OF CEILING

   EDGE DETAIL:
   PANEL TYPE:
   ME-VATT 1 1/16" THICK FLAT CEILING PANELS

   MOUNTING:
   DIRECT SUSPENDED

   CLARO FINISHED EXTRUDED ALUMINUM, SQUARE EDGES, 1/8" DEFINED PANEL JOINTS AND 1" REVEAL AROUND PERIMETER OF CEILING

   EDGE DETAIL:
   PANEL TYPE:
   ME-VATT 1 1/16" THICK FLAT CEILING PANELS

   MOUNTING:
   DIRECT SUSPENDED

   CLARO FINISHED EXTRUDED ALUMINUM, SQUARE EDGES, 1/8" DEFINED PANEL JOINTS AND 1" REVEAL AROUND PERIMETER OF CEILING

   EDGE DETAIL:
   PANEL TYPE:
   ME-VATT 1 1/16" THICK FLAT CEILING PANELS

   MOUNTING:
   DIRECT SUSPENDED

   CLARO FINISHED EXTRUDED ALUMINUM, SQUARE EDGES, 1/8" DEFINED PANEL JOINTS AND 1" REVEAL AROUND PERIMETER OF CEILING

   EDGE DETAIL:
   PANEL TYPE:
   ME-VATT 1 1/16" THICK FLAT CEILING PANELS

   MOUNTING:
   DIRECT SUSPENDED

   CLARO FINISHED EXTRUDED ALUMINUM, SQUARE EDGES, 1/8" DEFINED PANEL JOINTS AND 1" REVEAL AROUND PERIMETER OF CEILING

   EDGE DETAIL:
   PANEL TYPE:
   ME-VATT 1 1/16" THICK FLAT CEILING PANELS

   MOUNTING:
   DIRECT SUSPENDED

   CLARO FINISHED EXTRUDED ALUMINUM, SQUARE EDGES, 1/8" DEFINED PANEL JOINTS AND 1" REVEAL AROUND PERIMETER OF CEILING

   EDGE DETAIL:
   PANEL TYPE:
   ME-VATT 1 1/16" THICK FLAT CEILING PANELS

   MOUNTING:
   DIRECT SUSPENDED

   CLARO FINISHED EXTRUDED ALUMINUM, SQUARE EDGES, 1/8" DEFINED PANEL JOINTS AND 1" REVEAL AROUND PERIMETER OF CEILING

   EDGE DETAIL:
   PANEL TYPE:
   ME-VATT 1 1/16" THICK FLAT CEILING PANELS

   MOUNTING:
   DIRECT SUSPENDED

   CLARO FINISHED EXTRUDED ALUMINUM, SQUARE EDGES, 1/8" DEFINED PANEL JOINTS AND 1" REVEAL AROUND PERIMETER OF CEILING

   EDGE DETAIL: